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Pre-concert talk 6.45pm
Nicholas Milton AM Conductor
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Nick Russoniello Saxophone

Estimated Durations
COPLAND 3 minutes
DEBUSSY 10 minutes
MILHAUD 9 minutes
20 minute interval
RAVEL 13 minutes
BERLIOZ 49 minutes

COPLAND Fanfare for the Common Man
DEBUSSY Rhapsody for Alto Saxophone and Orchestra
MILHAUD Scaramouche: Suite for saxophone and orchestra, op. 165c
Vif
Modéré
Brazileira
INTERVAL
RAVEL Bolero
BERLIOZ Symphonie fantastique, op. 14
Daydreams (Largo) – Passions (Allegro agitato e appassionato assai)
A Ball (Valse Allegro non troppo)
In the Fields (Adagio)
March to the Scaffold (Allegretto non troppo)
Sabbath Night Dream (Larghetto – Allegro – Dies irae – Sabbath Round (Un peu retenu) –
Dies irae and Sabbath Round together)

We acknowledge and celebrate the First Australians on whose traditional lands we meet, and pay our
respect to the elders of the Ngunnawal people past and present.

Bookings for the
2019 Season are open!
IN 2019 WE BRING YOU
RICH STORIES THROUGH
A YEAR OF MUSIC THAT
RANGES FROM THE
BEE GEES TO BACH,
WITH A FULL MENU
OF EXPERIENCES FOR
YOU TO CHOOSE FROM.
WE ARE PROUD OF THE
CONTRIBUTIONS CSO
MUSICIANS MAKE TO THE
CULTURAL ECOSYSTEM
OF CANBERRA.

/canberrasymphonyorchestra
/canberrasymphonyorchestra
@cbrsymphony

SAME SEAT RENEWAL DEADLINE
5 October 2018 is the final day of seat
holds for current subscribers. So please
renew online or call CSO Direct before this
date so you don’t miss out.

GET 50% OFF 2018
LLEWELLYN HALL TICKETS
By booking or renewing your 2019
subscription you are eligible to receive
half-price adult and concession tickets to
all 2018 concerts in Llewellyn Hall. You can
add these tickets to your 2019 subscription
when booking online or simply mention
it to CSO Direct staff when booking over
the phone. Already got your 2018 concert
tickets? Great! You are more than welcome
to share this offer with friends and family.
Offer ends 14 September 2018.

RENEW ONLINE AT CSO.ORG.AU
OR CALL CSO DIRECT 02 6262 6772
(WEEKDAYS 10AM TO 3PM)

WELCOME
Welcome to the fourth
ActewAGL Llewellyn Series
for 2018. We are excited
to share an evening of
evocative and memorable
music with you, and we
thank ActewAGL for their
generous support which
brings us together tonight.
In celebration of the 100th
anniversary year of the
death of Claude Debussy,
we welcome our esteemed Chief Conductor
and Artistic Director Nicholas Milton AM
who leads us on a feast of extraordinary and
influential French orchestral music.
It’s been about a year since we experienced
Nick Russoniello’s electrifying saxophone
performance at the launch of the 2018
Season last year, and there’s been much
anticipation around his return as guest
soloist for this concert.
It’s hard to believe that since then, the CSO
has launched its 2019 season, a year of storytelling through music. We are so proud of our
musicians and the contributions they make to
the cultural fabric of our city and region.
The year ahead will see many great
highlights including Tchaikovsky’s Pathetique
Symphony, Mendelssohn’s Scottish Symphony,
and Ravel’s orchestration of Mussorgsky’s
Pictures at an Exhibition. Audiences will
also be treated to an operatic journey
from Monteverdi to Sondheim in the CSO
Opera Gala, and all the glitz and glamour of
Broadway and the West End in the Shell Prom.
Australian soloists taking to the stage
include Andrea Lam, Slava and Leonard
Grigoryan, and not one but two cellists;
David Pereira performing a new work,
and the unforgettable Umberto Clerici
performing Elgar’s Cello Concerto.

As the CSO’s 2019 Artist in Focus, the
captivating oboist Diana Doherty will
showcase her incredible skill across the
ActewAGL Llewellyn Series, The Canberra
Weekly Classic Afternoon concert, and the
innovative Australian Series presented by
Singapore Airlines.
It’s easy to renew your subscription and
new subscribers are always welcome, just
visit cso.org.au to renew, purchase or find
out more.
Coming up next in 2018, CSO musicians
channel their inner groove for the Canberra
Weekly matinee concert, Divas and
Crooners. You may know guest soloist
Jacqueline Hamilton better as the energetic
Frida from Australia’s premier ABBA tribute
band, BABBA, who performed with the CSO
at Stage 88. Jacqueline has had a colourful
yet refined education in jazz repertoire, and
will be joined by Rod Gilbert, who is known
as one of Australia’s top jazz drummers.
Rod has earned respect not only with his
sticks but with his smooth and exciting
vocals. We thank Canberra Weekly for their
ongoing support of this yearly event, and
warmly welcome Lendlease Retirement
(Narrabundah) to the CSO family as new
partners to this toe-tapping concert of
symphonic swing.
We extend our sincere gratitude to the
ACT Government and the Commonwealth
Government, for their ongoing support
which is vital and never taken for granted, as
are the contributions made by our generous
partners and donors. Finally, thank you to
our patrons and musicians—for sharing
in the belief of the importance of music in
our lives.

Rachel Thomas
Acting Chief Executive Officer

NICHOLAS MILTON CONDUCTOR
Dr Nicholas Milton AM is the
Chief Conductor and Artistic
Director of the Canberra
Symphony Orchestra, and has
been the musical force behind
an extraordinary period of
success in the CSO’s history.
Since 2007, Milton’s direction
has seen the orchestra break
all previous box office records
and establish itself as one
of the most successful and
dynamic orchestras in the nation. Renowned
for his charismatic stage presence, powerful
interpretations and compelling musical integrity,
Milton continues to attract international
attention as one of the most outstanding
Australian conductors working today.

at the Deutsche Oper Berlin with Così fan tutte
and returned to Vienna for La Traviata. Next
season he returns to the Deutsche Oper in
Berlin and he will also conduct La Bohème and
Madama Butterfly for Opera Australia in Sydney.

Nicholas Milton is also Chief Conductor and
Artistic Director of the Göttingen Symphony
Orchestra, Principal Guest Conductor of the
North German Philharmonic Orchestra, and
Artistic Director of the Willoughby Symphony
Orchestra in Sydney.

Nicholas studied at the Sydney Conservatorium of
Music, Michigan State University, Mannes College
of Music and the Juilliard School. He holds
four Master degrees (Violin, Conducting, Music
Theory and Philosophy) and a Doctoral degree
in Music from the City University of New York.
Mentored at the Sibelius Academy in Helsinki by
the legendary Jorma Panula, he also served as
Assistant Conductor to Mariss Jansons with the
Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra. Nicholas won
the 1999 Symphony Australia Conductor of the
Year Competition and was a prize-winner in the
Lovro von Matačić International Competition of
Young Conductors. In 2015 he received College
of Music Distinguished Alumni Award from
Michigan State University and was invited by the
Australian Prime Minister to join the AustraliaGermany Advisory Group. In 2016 Dr Milton was
named a Member of the Order of Australia (AM)
for Significant Service to the Arts as Musician,
Conductor and Artistic Director.

The only Australian conductor ever nominated for
a Grammy award, Milton’s concert engagements
include appearances with leading orchestras
throughout Germany, Austria, Switzerland,
England, Hungary, France, Spain, the
Netherlands and Asia. He was General Music
Director and Chief Conductor of the State Opera
House in Saarbrücken, Germany (Saarländisches
Staatstheater) from 2014 until 2018, where his
repertoire included Tannhäuser, Der fliegende
Holländer, Salome, Peter Grimes, Katja Kabanova,
La Bohème, Tosca, Madama Butterfly, Falstaff, Un
ballo in maschera, Hänsel und Gretel, Don Giovanni,
and Die Zauberflöte. He has also frequently
conducted at the Volksoper in Vienna and at the
Komische Oper in Berlin, as well as in Dortmund,
Leipzig, and Innsbruck. In 2018 he made his debut
When in Canberra,
Nicholas Milton AM
chooses to stay at
Ovolo Nishi

Appointed as the youngest-ever concertmaster
of a major Australian orchestra, Nicholas Milton
enjoyed a distinguished career as a violinist
and chamber musician before dedicating
himself exclusively to conducting. He was
Concertmaster and Associate Conductor of the
Adelaide Symphony Orchestra and Violinist, for
eight years, of Australia’s renowned Macquarie
Trio. He has served as Chief Conductor of
the Dubrovnik Symphony Orchestra, Chief
Conductor of the Innviertler Symphonie
Orchester (Austria) and General Music Director
of the Jena Philharmonic Orchestra.

Nicholas Milton’s artistic patronage is gratefully
received from ActewAGL.
Artistic Patronage of
Nicholas Milton AM
courtesy of ActewAGL

CONNECTING
CANBERR A TO
THE WORLD
PROUD TO BE THE
PRESENTING PARTNER OF
THE CANBERR A SYMPHONY
ORCHESTR A’S AUSTR ALIAN
SERIES CONCERTS

NICK RUSSONIELLO SAXOPHONE
Nick Russoniello, one of
Australia’s most dynamic
young artists, enjoys
an exciting and varied
performance career both in
Australia and abroad. Nick
has been the recipient of
a number of major awards
including the 2011 ABC
Symphony Australia Young
Performer of the Year and
the 2013 Fine Music Kruger
Scholarship. Nick has appeared as a soloist
with the Adelaide, Queensland, Melbourne
and Sydney Symphony Orchestras and as
a guest artist with many of the nation’s
leading chamber music groups including the
Acacia Quartet, Omega Ensemble and the
Sydney Camerata Quartet.
Nick’s recent performance highlights
include appearing at Sydney Festival’s
Symphony in the Domain as a soloist with
the Sydney Symphony Orchestra in front of
an estimated audience of 50,000, touring
regional N.S.W as a soloist with with the
S.S.O., performing at the World Saxophone
Congress (Scotland) with Continuum Sax
and renown Dutch Ensemble The Four
Baritones and completing a number of
recordings and broadcasts for ABC Classic
FM and Fine Music 102.5. In 2014 Nick
released his debut solo album Between
Worlds and undertook a national tour.

Nick appears regularly as a member of
the Sydney Symphony Orchestra and in
2016 will appear with the Australian World
Orchestra and the Australian Opera and
Ballet Orchestra. Nick is a sought after
chamber musician and performs as a
member of Continuum Sax (Australia’s
foremost saxophone quartet), Duo Histoire
(with guitarist Murilo Tanouye) and The
Sax Summit. Alongside his performance
achievements Nick’s original compositions
for saxophone have been performed by
world leading saxophonists including Niels
Bijl (Netherands), Jay Byrned (Australia) and
Andrew Smith (Australia).
Nick is a Yamaha Australia Artist.

Inspiring
a journey of
musical exploration
and discovery

Ginninderry is proud to be the lead partner
of the Canberra Symphony Orchestra’s
Music in MY School Program.

ginninderry.com
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AARON COPLAND (1900–1990)

FANFARE FOR THE COMMON MAN

In many ways, it was Aaron Copland
who invented the American sound. His
plucky rhythms and angular melodies are
emblematic of the Wild West – though
he himself was an urbane New Yorker –
and his bold melodies, underscored
by sparse chords, typify the ‘American
heroic’ expression.
This Fanfare, his most popular work,
originated in a commission in August 1942
from Eugene Goossens, then conductor of
the Cincinatti Symphony Orchestra (later of
the Sydney Symphony). America was at war
and Goossens invited a dozen composers to
write short patriotic fanfares as ‘stirring and
significant contributions to the war effort’.
Most of the other composers dedicated
fanfares to branches of the armed services,
like the signal corps. Copland decided on
the Common Man: ‘it was the common man,
after all, who was doing all the dirty work in
the war and the army…’

During the 1930s Copland, sensing a danger
that new music might end up alienating the
public, felt it was ‘worth the effort to see if I
couldn’t say what I had to say in the simplest
possible terms’. Fanfare for the Common
Man is written in such a simple and universal
language. Timpani and brass are juxtaposed
ritualistically. The open harmonic texture
stems from an emphasis on fourths. The
initial solo call of the trumpet is gradually
harmonised by the staggered entries of the
brass which round out and strengthen the
resolve of the original trumpet. Copland
later incorporated some of the material from
Fanfare for the Common Man in the finale of
his Third Symphony.
G.K. Williams

Symphony Australia © 2001
Reprinted with permission

These musicians are
passionate about
excellence.
So are we.
Supporting the Canberra Symphony Orchestra
for over 20 years to bring world class music
to the ACT’s vibrant arts community.

minterellison.com
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CLAUDE DEBUSSY (1862–1918)

RHAPSODY FOR ALTO SAXOPHONE AND ORCHESTRA
completed and orchestrated by
Jean Roger-Ducasse (1873-1954)
saxophone part revised by
Eugene Rousseau (b.1932)
This is one of the few masterpieces for
saxophone and orchestra. It is important
to say this, since almost everything said
about it by the composer is prejudicial to
the piece, while being too amusing not to be
repeated. The commission came to Debussy
from a French-born American lady, Mrs Elise
(or Eliza) Hall, wife of a Boston surgeon, and
president of the Boston Orchestral Club.
She had been advised to take up a musical
instrument to help with an asthmatic
complaint, and for some reason her choice
fell on the alto saxophone. Debussy took the
money, spent it, then dithered, for years. On
8 June 1903, Debussy wrote to his friend
André Messager:
The Americans are proverbially tenacious.
The saxophone lady landed in Paris…and is
inquiring about her piece. Of course I assured
her that, with the exception of Rameses II,
it is the only subject that occupies my
thoughts. All the same, I have to set to work
on it. So here I am, searching desperately for
novel combinations calculated to show off
this aquatic instrument.
After seeing Mrs Hall in 1904 play some of
the new repertoire she had commissioned,
Debussy thought it ridiculous to see a lady
in a pink frock playing on such an ungainly
instrument. He admitted to being not very
well acquainted with the saxophone, and
wondered ‘whether it indulges in romantic
tendencies like the clarinet?’.
In 1911 Debussy set to work on the
instrumentation, which he only got to the
stage of a rough draft. When the draft was

presented to Mrs Hall, it was found that
her asthma prevented her from sustaining
the long phrases, and Debussy had to
redistribute the saxophone’s music, putting
chunks of it into the piano (or orchestra) part.
Debussy never finished the job, and after his
death the composer Roger-Ducasse filled in
some bridge passages and completed the
orchestration, for a first performance with
orchestra, by the saxophonist Mayeur, and
publication, in 1919. Nick Russoniello plays a
version revised by the American saxophonist
Eugene Rousseau, which restores to the
saxophone solo part passages Debussy
redistributed to accommodate Mrs Hall,
and makes corresponding adjustments to
the orchestration.
Uncertainty over the title gives clues to the
character of the music. Originally it was to
have been ‘Rapsodie Orientale’, later ‘Rapsodie
Mauresque’(Moorish Rhapsody). The rhythms,
such as that of the habanera, indicate that
Debussy was thinking of the Moorish aspects
of Spanish culture (between 1905 and 1912
he was also composing Ibéria). The Rhapsody
begins in a languid nocturnal atmosphere,
and the saxophone begins to rhapsodise. A
Spanish-oriental dance begins, but the sultry
opening mood returns, until the music stirs by
gradual degrees into more sustained dance
measures, the saxophone outlining a series
of different melodic ideas, developed and
amplified by the orchestra. Finally a degree
of energetic forward motion is achieved, but
many of the main phrases remain arabesques.
Saxophonists whose abilities transcend Mrs
Hall’s have eagerly and gratefully realised
the potential of one of the earliest pieces for
their instrument by a great composer.
David Garrett © 2005

Reprinted by permission of Symphony Services International

CIAO,
BENVENUTO
A ITALIA

Enjoy 3 courses at Bicicletta Restaurant and

receive a complimentary* bottle of Bicicletta wine
(choose from a Merlot, Pinot Grigio or Sparkling).
Book now (02) 6175 2222
1/15 Edinburgh Avenue, Canberra, ACT
bicicletta.com.au
*Terms and conditions apply. Subject to availability. Offer valid until 30 October 2018. Complimentary bottle of wine is
subject to minimum of 2 guests each ordering an entrée, main and dessert. Maximum 8 guests per table to receive offer.

COME ALONG AND FEEL THAT
SYMPHONIC SWING!
CSO presents Canberra Weekly
Matinee Magic: Divas and Crooners
Don’t miss Canberra’s own Saturday afternoon
symphonic spectacular featuring hits including
Straighten Up and Fly Right, Autumn Leaves
and Don’t Get Around Much Anymore

Saturday 20 October 2pm, Llewellyn Hall ANU
To secure your tickets call 6247 9191
or visit www.cso.org.au

Proudly supported by
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DARIUS MILHAUD (1892–1974)

SCARAMOUCHE: SUITE FOR SAXOPHONE AND
ORCHESTRA, OP.165C

Vif
Modéré
Brazileira
It would be easy to assume from the
mischievous zest of the opening Vif
movement of Darius Milhaud’s Scaramouche
that the piece was named for the clowning
commedia dell’arte character of that name.
But it was in fact the Théâtre Scaramouche
in Paris that the French composer named
the piece for, taking material for the outer
movements from incidental music he wrote for
Molière’s play Le Médecin volant (The Flying
Doctor), which was staged there in 1937.
Milhaud was born in Marseille, but raised in
the town of town of Aix-en-Provence, where
his father was an almond dealer. The comic
and folk songs of the amandières – the
women who sorted the almonds – formed
the soundtrack to his early life. His father
was also a fine amateur pianist and by age
three Milhaud was playing duets with him,
before taking up the violin at age seven.
Milhaud went on to study at the Paris
Conservatoire with the likes of Paul Dukas
and Charles-Marie Widor, but it was twoyears living in Brazil, serving from 1917 as
secretary to the French ambassador (and
poet and playwright) Paul Claudel – as well
as trips to London and the USA, where he
was exposed to jazz music – that really
shaped the style of the composer who would
be dubbed a member of Les Six (a group of
prominent French composers that included
Georges Auric, Louis Durey, Arthur Honegger,
Germaine Tailleferre and Francis Poulenc).
By the time he returned to Paris, Milhaud was
soon finding plenty of work as a composer,

pianist, critic and conductor – he conducted
the French premiere of Schoenberg’s Pierrot
lunaire – and by the end of the 1920s he
had established himself as a composer to
be reckoned with, particularly following the
success of his multimedia opera Christophe
Colomb in 1930.
The 1930s saw Milhaud composing an
increasing amount of music for film and stage,
reworking much of it into concert works,
including this Scaramouche. The lyrical,
sentimental theme of the second movement,
for instance, Milhaud recycled from the
overture he wrote for Jules Supervielle’s
Bolivar (which Milhaud would later turn into
an opera). The finale, Brazileira, is a bright
samba movement, infused with the sounds
and rhythms of Milhaud’s Brazil years.
While Milhaud’s incidental music for Le
Médecin volant was originally composed for
saxophone and orchestra, what is now the
Scaramouche was written for two pianos
at the request of two of Milhaud’s friends.
Milhaud himself wasn’t impressed with the
result and urged his publisher not to publish
it. But at the premiere in 1937 at the Paris
World Fair the piece was a huge hit and it
has gone on to become one of the most
popular works in the two-piano repertoire.
It wasn’t just pianists who fell in love with
the piece. Milhaud transcribed Scaramouche
for saxophone and orchestra two years after
the premiere and then in 1941 for clarinet
and orchestra, at the request of American
Jazz clarinettist and ‘King of Swing’
Benny Goodman.
Angus McPherson © 2018

Angus McPherson is Deputy Editor of Limelight magazine.

The CSO is delighted
to work with Kitchen
Witchery as our official
caterer for the Shell
Prom Concert and our
concert VIP Receptions.

LUXURY AND PERFORMANCE
IN PERFECT HARMONY.
THE BMW 7 SERIES.
Rolfe Classic BMW is proud to be the
Ofﬁcial Vehicle Partner of the Canberra
Symphony Orchestra.

Rolfe Classic BMW
2 Botany Street, Phillip. Ph (02) 6208 4111.
rolfeclassic.bmw.com.au LMD 17000534
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MAURICE RAVEL (1875–1937)

BOLÉRO

Poor Ravel. He was joking when he
described Boléro as a ‘masterpiece without
any music in it’, so was very annoyed when
the piece became one of his most popular
works. In fact it came about when he was
asked by the Russian dancer Ida Rubinstein
to orchestrate parts of Albéniz’s Iberia for
a ballet with a ‘Spanish’ character in 1928.
Rubinstein had founded her own company in
Paris that year.
It is a common and inaccurate cliché that
the ‘best Spanish music was written by
non-Spaniards’, but it does contain a grain
of truth. Musicians from all over Europe
were drawn to Spain – or to an idea of
Spain – because of its relative exoticism
and its musical traditions that include an
estimated 1000 different dance forms.
French composers in particular, such as
Bizet, Chabrier and Debussy, all wrote
‘Spanish’ works. Unlike them, though, Ravel
was actually of Spanish – or, to be more
specific, Basque – heritage: his mother was
Basque and his father Swiss, and though
born in the Basque regions of south-western
France, Ravel spent his entire life in Paris.
But Hispanic music was of great importance
to him, and Ravel explores Spanish sounds
and manners especially in works like the
opera L’heure espagnole (‘The Spanish
Hour’, which, with its ticking-clock music
might also have satisfied his Swiss side!),
several pieces ‘en forme de habanera’,
the Rapsodie espagnole and the late
‘Don Quixote’ songs.
In the case of the ballet envisaged by Ida
Rubinstein, though, it turned out that the
rights to Albéniz’s music were not available,
so Ravel composed his Boléro, based on

an 18th-century Spanish dance-form that
is characterised by a moderate tempo and
three beats to a bar. It has ‘no music’ in
that, having established a two-bar rhythmic
ostinato, with its characteristic upbeat
triplet and sextuplet figures tapped out by
the snared drum, Ravel introduces his simple
theme, which he described as of the ‘usual
Spanish-Arabian kind’. Where the rhythmic
ostinato, however, is relatively terse, the
C major melody is in fact very expansive,
unfurling over 16 bars and often pausing on
a sustained ‘G’ between its ornate arabesque
motifs. It is reiterated over and over again,
embodied in different orchestral colours
each time, including a marvellous moment
where it appears simultaneously in three
keys moving in sinuous parallel. The work’s
shifting palette of colour and inexorable
rhythmic tread builds massive tension,
which is released explosively in its final bars
as the music suddenly reaches the new key
of E major.
The music’s erotic charge of constraint
and release mirrors the scenario for Ida
Rubinstein’s ballet, choreographed by
Bronislava Nijinska (Nijinsky’s sister). Ravel
had, by no means idly, suggested Boléro
could accompany a story where passion is
contrasted by the mechanised environment
of a factory. Nijinska, however, had the
dancer in an empty café, dancing alone on
a table as the room gradually fills with men
overcome, as Michael J. Puri notes, ‘by their
lust for her’ which they express through ever
more frenetic dance.
Gordon Kerry © 2007/12

Reprinted by permission of Symphony Services International

Discover Lendlease
Narrabundah
Canberra’s newest boutique style community
exclusive to over 55’s.
Live life on your own terms in a brand new and luxury
inspired home in the heart of Narrabundah. Enjoy
freedoom, choice and support with
• Resort style living

PLACE AN
EXPRESSION
OF INTEREST
TODAY

• Spacious and contemporary homes
• A safe, secure and peaceful community
• An ideal location on tree lined Goyder Street

Call Lyn on 0429 542 839 to make an
appointment or visit lendleasenarrabundah.com
Information about the services and facilities provided in the village
is correct at the time of printing but may change as the needs of
residents change. Photographs are for illustrative purposes. Some
images may depict items not provided by Lendlease within the units
such as furniture and other decorative items. July 2018. Published by
Lendlease RL Realty (NSW) Pty Ltd ABN 27 138 535 823.
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HECTOR BERLIOZ (1803–1869)

SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE, OP.14

Daydreams (Largo) – Passions (Allegro agitato
e appassionato assai)
A Ball (Valse Allegro non troppo)
In the Fields (Adagio)
March to the Scaffold (Allegretto non troppo)
Sabbath Night Dream (Larghetto – Allegro –
Dies irae – Sabbath Round (Un peu retenu) –
Dies irae and Sabbath Round together)
‘The most bizarre monstrosity one can possibly
imagine.’ – Concert review, Figaro
‘A milestone in the memory of lovers of true
music…a symphony…no less remarkable for the
boldness and originality of its ideas than for the
novelty of its form.’ – Concert review, Le national
‘I owe my fiancée to it.’ – Letter, Hector Berlioz
Three descriptions of the concert at which, it
has been said, French Romanticism was born:
the premiere of Berlioz’s Symphonie fantastique,
on 5 December 1830. Romanticism, yearning to
experience higher, more spiritual things, had
little time for established traditions, and it is not
surprising that much of the musical establishment
reacted with anger or scorn to artists who seemed
to think themselves above rules. But the audience
loved the Symphonie fantastique, greeting it with
shouts and the stamping of feet.
From Berlioz’s point of view, the best ‘review’ of all
came from one Madame Moke, who finally granted
permission for him to marry her daughter Camille.
The irony was that it was Camille who had passed
on to Berlioz the gossip about his earlier idol, Irish
actress Harriet Smithson, which had provoked
the fit of jealous rage which inspired the whole
symphony – and it was Harriet whom Berlioz
married two years later.
Berlioz’s passion for Smithson had been consuming
him for three years. It was a single-minded,
overpowering adoration of the kind beloved of
Romantic writers – and entirely one-sided. Even so,
when Berlioz heard the rumours about Smithson
and her manager, he was overwhelmed, and

composed the Symphonie fantastique or ‘Episode
in the Life of an Artist’ to express his emotional
turmoil and exorcise his feelings of betrayal.
‘She is now only a prostitute, fit to take part in
[a Satanic] orgy,’ Berlioz wrote in his first draft
of a program for this symphony. The act of
exorcism appears to have worked, however, as in
subsequent versions of the program the hostile
references to Smithson mellow into the more
generic expression ‘a fit of despair about love’.
The program as originally printed tells of a young
Musician tossed on a sea of passions who falls
hopelessly in love with a woman who is everything
he has ever dreamed of. He tries to go on as usual,
but is obsessed by the image of his beloved and
by a melody which invariably accompanies any
thoughts of her – a double idée fixe constantly
intruding on his peace of mind. Convinced that
his love is unappreciated, he poisons himself with
opium, but the dose is not strong enough to kill
him and in his drugged sleep he has nightmarish
visions: he has killed his beloved and is led to
the scaffold and beheaded; he sees himself in a
hideous crowd of ghosts and monsters at his own
funeral, which becomes a grotesque devilish orgy
in which his beloved takes part. By the second
performance in December 1832, however, Berlioz
had turned the whole story into a drug-induced
fantasy by having the Musician poison himself at
the very beginning of the program.
Since the music was not rewritten to ‘match’ the
altered story, it seems reasonable to wonder to what
extent we should ‘believe’ the program. Which is the
‘right’ program? Will the music ‘work’ if the listener
is unaware of it? Clearly, the program is linked to
Berlioz’s own experience – yet not one of the events
described in it had actually occurred in his own
life. Berlioz, however was quite adamant that his art
was intended to express ‘passions and feelings’, not
paint pictures. The program was meant to make it
possible for the listener to live the same emotional
experiences he himself had had, by providing

Fresh from the tap
Better for your health, the environment and your wallet.
Proud sponsors of the Canberra Symphony Orchestra
talktous@iconwater.com.au | (02) 6248 3111 |

@iconwater | iconwater.com.au
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Symphonie fantastique, op.14, cont.
settings that give those emotions an individual
flavour. The program is not a documentary to be
judged on its accuracy; it is a journey that Berlioz
wanted his audience to take with him.
The symphony begins gently and delicately with
the sighing of melancholy Daydreams alternating
with flurries of ‘groundless joy’, until a sudden
Beethoven-like outburst ushers in the Passions
and the melody which will recur throughout the
work, representing the woman of his dreams,
whom the young Musician now sees for the first
time. This idée fixe appears in many guises, as the
mood swings through fury, jealousy, tenderness,
tears and the consolation of religion.
The second movement takes us to a ball, where
the Musician catches sight of his beloved. The
idée fixe appears twice, once as a central episode
in the movement’s rondo structure, and again
towards the end before the brilliant, swirling coda.
In the Fields begins with a duet between cor
anglais and off-stage oboe: ‘two shepherds in the
distance piping a ranz des vaches (shepherds’
song) in dialogue’. Here Berlioz made effective use
of many of the standard onomatopoeic devices
to establish the rural setting, such as bird calls
in the woodwinds, and tremolos in the strings
representing ‘the slight rustle of trees gently stirred
by the wind’. There are clear resonances with the
slow movement of Beethoven’s Pastoral Symphony,
but Berlioz’s country scene lacks the serenity that
Beethoven achieves, as the Musician is caught
between hope of being with his beloved, and fear
that she will deceive him. The idée fixe appears
in the midst of passionate surges: ‘thoughts of
happiness disturbed by dark forebodings’. The
Musician’s sense of loneliness is symbolised
musically when the cor anglais finally takes up
the ranz des vaches again and the oboe does not
answer; the sound of ‘distant thunder’ from the
timpani brings the music to an uneasy close.
In the March to the Scaffold, sinister mutterings
from the timpani finally erupt in a savage theme
first beaten out by the cellos and double basses.

The tune is simplicity itself – a descending scale
passage – but it mismatches with the aggressive
rhythm so that the melody disorients us by not
‘landing’ on the tonic. Bassoons and then low
strings weave a mocking counterpoint around it
until the grotesque march theme bursts out over
deep blaring pedal tones from the trombones. The
idée fixe appears at the end of the movement, ‘like a
last thought of love interrupted by the fatal stroke’.
Berlioz did not invent the idea of a Satanic orgy
– it had been described in full technicolour in the
Witches’ Sabbath scene in Goethe’s Faust and
Victor Hugo’s poem La Ronde du sabbat. Berlioz
however added another layer of meaning by giving
the place of honour to the ghost of the young
Musician’s beloved, whose idée fixe theme here
appears encrusted with grace notes and trills of
mocking laughter. His scorn for her is unmistakable.
The movement opens with a soft tremolo from
the upper strings, punctuated with sudden jabs
of sound and mysterious ‘calls’ from around the
orchestra. The idée fixe is now ‘a common dance
tune, trivial and grotesque’. Church bells sound
and the plainsong Dies irae theme from the
requiem mass is sounded solemnly by the brass
before it is caught up in the demonic revelry. The
dance theme becomes the subject of a fugue:
when combined with the Dies irae theme the
impression of sacrilegious revelry is complete.
‘One must draw the line somewhere,’ wrote Edward
Dannreuther in the first edition of Grove’s Dictionary
of Music and Musicians (1879). ‘Bloodthirsty
delirious passion such as is here depicted may have
been excited by gladiator and wild beast shows
in Roman arenas; but its rites…are surely more
honoured in the breach than in the observance.’
Popular taste seems to have ignored this advice,
and we are now quite used to seeing this and
more on our television screens, but Berlioz’s music
still has the power to send a chill down our spines.
Natalie Shea
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CANBERRA WEEKLY
MATINEE MAGIC
DIVAS AND
CROONERS
Saturday 20 October, 2018
Llewellyn Hall, 2pm
Marc Taddei Conductor
Jacqui Hamilton and Rod Gilbert Soloists
It don’t mean a thing if it ain’t got that symphonic
swing! That’s our new mantra for our 2018 Matinee
Magic concert, which is when our musicians let their
hair down and channel their inner groove. With hits like
Straighten Up and Fly Right, Autumn Leaves and Don’t
Get Around Much Anymore, this is Canberra’s very own
Saturday afternoon symphonic big band spectacular!
Tickets
CSO Direct 6262 6772
cso.org.au

Life is better
with music
cso.org.au

/canberrasymphonyorchestra
@cbr_symphony
/canberrasymphonyorchestra

The CSO is assisted by the Commonwealth Government
through the Australia Council, its arts funding and advisory body

Dr Nicholas Milton AM
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PA R T O F T H E QOTE G R O U P

Join Tim Shaw
for Breakfast on
1206 2CC
The latest news and local
issues from someone who
cares about the same
things you do.
Proud partners with the
Canberra Symphony Orchestra
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Administration 02 6247 9191
cso.org.au
/canberrasymphonyorchestra
/canberrasymphonyorchestra
@cbrsymphony
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DON'T MISS!
STRINGS IN THE SALON: SPRING
Sunday 16 September
Monster Salon and Dining Rooms, NewActon, 1pm

OCTOBER
CANBERRA WEEKLY MATINEE MAGIC
Divas and Crooners
Saturday 20 October
Llewellyn Hall, ANU, 2pm
Marc Taddei Conductor
Jacqueline Hamilton and Rod Gilbert Soloists

NOVEMBER

RECITAL FIVE
GRACE CLIFFORD (VIOLIN)
Sunday 4 November, 2018
Wesley Music Centre, 3.00pm
BRAHMS: Sonatensatz (Scherzo from F-A-E Sonata)
DEBUSSY: Violin Sonata in G minor
SCHUMANN: Sonata for Violin and Piano No. 2
in D minor, op.121

ACTEWAGL LLEWELLYN FIVE
Wednesday 7 November, Thursday 8 November, 2018
Llewellyn Hall, ANU, 7.30pm

AUSTRALIAN SERIES

Nicholas Milton AM Conductor

Triple Concerto
Thursday 25 October, 2018
Gordon Darling Hall, National Portrait Gallery, 6.30pm

Grace Clifford Violin

presented By Singapore Airlines

Matthew Kneale Bassoon
Meriel Owen Harp
David Rowden Clarinet
Omega Ensemble
Veronique Serret Violin
Airena Nakamura Violin
Neil Thompson Viola
Paul Stender Cello

Tickets
CSO Direct 6262 6772 or cso.org.au
Complete repertoire and 2018 events
cso.org.au/events

Artistic patronage ActewAGL

TCHAIKOVSKY: Romeo and Juliet Overture
BARBER: Violin Concerto, op. 14
BERNSTEIN: Symphonic Dances from West Side Story
Pre-concert talk 6.45pm

DECEMBER
SHELL PROM, SUMMER AND SONG
Saturday 1 December, 2018
Lawns of Government House, 6.00pm
Gates open at 4.45pm
Guy Noble Conductor
Morgan Balfour Soprano
Please allow time for bags to be security checked.

“ActewAGL’s partnership with the Canberra Symphony Orchestra began in 2001, and we have continued to
proudly support the talented musicians and creative team who provide exceptional musical experiences for
the Canberra region. We are honoured to be the artistic patron of CSO Chief Conductor and Artistic Director,
Nicholas Milton AM, and we are especially proud of our involvement with the CSO’s innovative education and
community programs which connect people of all ages and backgrounds through music.”
Michael Costello, Chief Executive Officer, ActewAGL

PARTNERSHIPS
We thank our government, corporate and community partners

GOVERNMENT PARTNERS

Department of Communications and the Arts

POWERHOUSE PARTNER

HONORARY SOLICITORS

YARRAMUNDI PARTNER

MURRUMBIDGEE PARTNERS

CULTURAL PARTNER

The CSO is all about connecting our partners with the community through music. We believe that life is better
with music and our collaborative partnerships support a diverse range of concerts from the mainstage to the
extensive CSO Education and Community Outreach programs.
Frances Corkhill—Partnerships
frances.corkhill@cso.org.au
M: 0428 272 817

AUSTRALIAN SERIES
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ACCOMMODATION

VENUE PARTNER

AUTOMOBILE

IT SUPPORT

PRINT

ESTATES PLANNING

SIDE BY SIDE ORCHESTRA PARTNER

COTTER PARTNERS

Martin Ollman
Photography

MEDIA PARTNERS

kitchen witchery catering
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The 2018 & 2019 CSO
Recital Series supported by
Brian and Dianne Anderson

WE’LL ALWAYS
WORK IN HARMONY
WITH OUR ORCHESTRA.

Join us online for exclusive competitions and information on
local events actewagl.com.au/community

